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PREFIXES FOR WORD EXTENSION 

What is a prefix? 

A prefix means some letters or some part of a word added before a root word, to 

form new word. For example: mis, mal, under, super, pseudo, ante, anti, post. 

A root word, on the other hand, is a word that does not have a prefix in front of it 

or a suffix at the end of it. It is devoid of either prefix or suffix. Examples; 

graduates, friend, standard, impose 

THE ETYMOLOGY OF THE WORD “PREFIX” 

“Pre” is derived from latin, meaning “before” and “fix” is of English derivation, 

meaning to attach or to arrange. Therefore, a combination of these two words gives 

us- to attach before or to arrange before; to fix before. 

Fundamentally, we fix some letters in front of a root word for the emergence of 

new words/ new meaning. In fact, it is done to increase our vocabulary. So what 

we intend to achieve primarily, is to enhance our vocabulary.  

TYPES OF PREFIX 

1. Prefixes for word extension 

2. Prefixes for the formation of antonyms otherwise called reservation prefixes. 

3. Preservation prefixes. 

However, according to the stipulation of the scheme of work, our scope is 

narrowed down to prefixes for word extension-i.e no.1 

 

PREFIXES FOR WORD EXTENSION 
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Prefixes that form ‘word extension’ and new meanings are compartmentalized 

into: 

(A) Prefixes of Number 

 PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW 

MEANING 

Latin Uni (one) Lateral Unilateral  One-sided, single 

movement 

Greek Mono (one) Lingual  monolingual Related to one 

language 

Latin Bi (two) Lingual  Bilingual Related to two 

languages 

Greek Di (two) Logue  Dialogue Conversation 

involving two 

persons. 

Latin Multi (Many) coloured multicoloured Many coloured 

 Omni (all)    

 

 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES. 

1. The decision to nullify the constitution was unilateral 

2. United kingdom is a monolingual country 

3. Mr. Scott is bilingual 

4. Mum and Dad are having a dialogue 

5. She wore a multi-coloured dress to the party 

 

(B)Prefixes of Number 

PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW MEANING 

Post War/natal Post war/post natal After war/birth 

Pre Marital Premarital  Before marriage 

Ex Governor Ex-governor Former governor 

Ante Natal Antenatal Before birth 

fore knowledge Fore knowledge  Prior knowledge 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES 

1. Mr. Peter Obi is the ex-governor of Anambra State. 

2. The woman went for antenatal care in her favourite hospital. 

3. The body of the deceased was exhumed for post mortem examination. 
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(C) Prefixes of Transfer And Location 

 

PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW MEANING 

Trans Port Transport Across the port 

Inter National International Across nations 

Sub Standard Substandard Below standard 

super natural supernatural Above/beyond 

natural 

 

 

 

(D) Pejorative Prefix (Expressing criticism or disapproval) 

PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW MEANING 

pseudo Friend  Pseudo-friend  False/fake friend 

Pseudo Promise Pseudo-promise False/fake promise 

Mal Practice Malpractice Bad/wrong practice 

Mal Nourish  Malnourish  Badly/poorly fed 

Mal Administration Maladministration Bad administration 

Mis Behave Misbehave To behave 

badly/wrongly 

Mis Quote Misquote To quote wrongly 

Mis  Calculate Miscalculate To calculate wrongly 

 

 

 

EXAMPLES IN SENTENCES 

1. Justina has a pseudo-friend 

2. Mr. Thomas has a malnourished child 

3. The student who was punished misbehaved 

4. Do not misquote me. 
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(E) Prefixes of Attitude 

PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW MEANING 

Co Author Co-author Write/wrote together 

with me or with 

somebody 

Co Worker Co-worker 

 

Working together 

 

Pro Government Progovernment For the government  

Anti Social Antisocial Against/opposing social 

norms  

Anti Bacteria Antibacterial Against bacteria  

Auto (self) Biography  Autobiography Story of life written by 

oneself 

Counter Productive Counterproductive Opposing good result 

counter Measure Countermeasure Fruitless measure 

 

Examples in Sentences 

1. Mr. Johnson and Mrs. Stephanie co-authored a book 

2. Stephen is my co-worker. 

3. The government frowns at anti-social behaviours 

 

(F)  Prefixes of Degree 

PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW MEANING 

Ultra modern ultramodern Beyond modern 

Infra Human infrahuman Less human 

Over React Over-react Excessive reaction 

Extra Ordinary extraordinary More than/beyond 

ordinary 

Extra  Curricular extracurricular Beyond the curricular  

 

Examples in Sentences 

1. The man over-reacted by slapping his wife 

2. The server is overloaded. 

3. This is an extra-ordinary performance 
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4. Mr. Ken erected an ultra-modern hall for his community. 

5. Prostitution is infra-humans 

 

ASSIGNMENT (10marks) 

1. In a tabular form, give two examples of prefix and merge them with any two 

rootwords, showing the new words which evolved from them. 

2. Make (2) sentences each with these two 

 

 

PREFIXES FOR THE FORMATION OF ANTONYMS (RESERVATIVE 

PREFIXES) 

Reservative prefixes are the prefixes which help to form antonyms i.e opposites. 

Reservative prefixes are used to show misgivings, disapprovals and criticisms. The 

examples are: Dis, ill, un, anti, im, in, mis 

S/N PREFIX ROOTWORD NEW WORD NEW MEANING 

1.  Dis Agree disagree Not in agreement 

  Member dismember Not a member 

  Trust distrust Not trusted 

  approval disapproval Not approved 

 

2.  Ill Logical Illogical Not coherent 

  Legitimate Illegitimate  Not following the rule 

  Gotten Ill-gotten Wrongly acquired 

  Legible, fated illegible, ill-

fated 

Not bold; badly 

designed 

  mannered Ill-mannered Not properly behaved 

 

3.  un Healthy, 

informed 

unhealthy, 

uninformed 

Not healthy, not 

informed 

  Known, unknown, Not known 

  Pleasant unpleasant Not appealing 

  Acceptable unacceptable Not acceptable 
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  protected unprotected Not protected 

     

4.  im Proper, polite improper, 

impolite 

Not proper, not polite 

  Possible impossible Not possible 

  Mature immature Not mature 

  movable immovable Cannot move 

     

5.  in Decision indecision Not derived 

  Active inactive Not active 

 in Accessible inaccessible That cannot be accessed 

  Human inhuman Not human 

  Appropriate inappropriate Not worthwhile 

  Coherent incoherent Not logical 

  Audible inaudible Not loud enough 

  Capable incapable Not  capable 

  Competent incompetent Not experienced 

  adequate inadequate Not enough 

 

ASSIGNMENT ON RESERVATION PREFIXES (10 marks) 

1. Make five sentences with words bearing the prefix “dis” 

 

2. Give five sentences with words having the prefix “ill” 

WEEK 3 

INTONATION- FALLING TUNE 

When you speak, your voice goes up or fall; it fluctuates. Therefore, intonation can 

be described as the rise and fall of the voice of the speaker. Intonation is important 

in English because it helps us to show our feelings or what we are saying or what 

someone says. The most important types of intonation in English are the : 

1. Falling tune 

2. Rising tune  

FALLING TUNE 
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The falling tune is used for statements, commands and Wh-questions.  

A. STATEMENTS 

The falling tune is used commonly for statements. Example   

1. John ate the food  

2. The boy won the prize 

3. The teacher beat the boy  

4. Theresa May was once the British prime minister  

5. Mr. Smith is impulsive   

 

B. WH-QUESTION 

“Wh” Questions are questions formed by the use of the following interrogative 

words- who, whom, whose, what, which, when, where, why, how. The questions 

are asked using the falling tune. Examples  

1. Who wrote this essay? 

2. What is the occupation of your dad? 

3. Where do you live? 

4. When are you leaving?  

5. Whose car is this?  

                       C.OMMANDS 

1. Come in 

2. Put off your shoes  

3. Get ready for the lesson  

4. Get on your knees 

5. Set the table for the breakfast  

 

ASSIGNMENT ON FALLING TUNE. 10MARKS 

1. Make five sentences to show falling tune, observing the appropriate falling tune 

arrow. 
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READING TO PARAPHRASE 

WHAT IS A POEM/ POETRY? 

       A poem is a concise literary writing, which are often in verse, and stanza that 

uses literary devices (metaphor, simile, personification etc.) to express ideas and 

emotion which are appealing to both senses and the mind. There are various forms 

of poems. They are:  

Narrative, lyric, dirge, sonnet, pastoral, ode etc. 

 

TO PARAPHRASE 

To paraphrase is to explain someone else’s ideas, using your own words. So, you 

have to be familiar with the topic in order to get it successfully. You can 

paraphrase a quote, a paragraph, or sentence, or even an entire paper.  

       Poems can have hidden meanings, or talk about something completely 

different from what you thought. Thus, when paraphrasing a poem, you have to 

make sure you capture the essence of it. Make use of you dictionary to look up the 

meanings of unfamiliar terms so that you understand it better. 
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IMPORTANCE OF PARAPHRASING A POEM 

1 It can help you with your writing skills. 

2 It can expand your vocabulary. 

3 You will develop good oral skills as you will have to read the poem out loud 

to understand it better. 

4 It develops your analytical skills. 

 

 

A POEM IN OUR RECOMMENDED TEXT PAGE 210 

Star, moon and wind. 

Tell me, thou star, whose wings of light 

Speed thee in thy fiery flight 

In what cavern of the night? 

Tell me, moon, thou pale and gray  

Pilgrim of heaven’s homeless way, 

In what depth of night or day, 

Seekest thou repose now? 

 

Weary wind, who wanderest  

Like the world rejected quest, 

Hast thou still some secret nest 

On the tree or billow?  

P.B. Shelley. 

 

A PARAPHRASE OF THE ABOVE 

This type of poem is in praise of nature (pastoral). The poet praised the star and the 

moon; the admired them and asked them rhetorical questions- when will they 

actually rest/ sleep? In the last stanza, the poet pictured the wind as a weak and 

tired entity, needing a good rest, after wandering the world over, serving human 

need. 
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PHRASAL VERBS WITH MORE THAN ONE PARTICLES. 

WHAT ARE PHRASAL VERBS? 

Phrasal verbs are a types of a compound verb made up of an adverb or a 

preposition, or sometimes both, to give a new meaning. The meaning of each 

phrasal verb is said to be idiomatic since no analysis of the individual word gives 

the real meaning; they are far much removed from the individual words. 

In this lesson, we are going to learn phrasal verbs with more than one particles; 

each of the word following the verb are so to speak, “particle”. If verb is followed 

by one word, we say it is phrasal verb with one particle. Again, if it is followed by 

more than one, then it is called phrasal verb with more than one particles. 

Examples: 

 

PHRASAL VERBS MEANING 

 

1.  Catch up with Reach a moving object 

2.  Run out of  To have no more  

3.  Run short of  Not enough/ inadequate  

4.  Put up with To tolerate/ bear 

5.  Do away with To abolish/ destroy  

6.  Do a room out  Sweep and clean 

7.  Make away with Steal  

8.  Face up to Accept/deal with  

9.  Keep up with  Continue  

10.  Get away with   Do something bad and not be punished  

11.  Get on with  Continue  

12.  Grow out of  Become too old/ big for  

13.  Look down on  Feel superior or......... (neglect/ ignore   

14.  Stand up to  Defend/ support  

15.  Look into  Examine  

16.  Make up for  Compensate for  

17.  Drop in on  Visit for a short time  

18.  Work out on (sb) To suddenly leave somebody  

19.  Take over from  Replace  

20.  Go back on  To fail to keep a promise/to change your mind about 
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something  

21.  Break up with (sb) To end/ quit a romantic relationship 

22.  Stay away from  To not go near a particular person or thing 

23.  Stay out of (sth) not involve in something that does not concern you; to 

avoid something   

24.  Make do with  To manage with something that is not enough  

25.  Cut down on  Reduce the amount of.................... 

26.  Team up with  To work closely together  

APPLICATION OF PHRASAL VERBS OF MORE THAN ONE 

PARTICLES IN SENTENCES 

1. Emeka looks down on anyone who doesn’t own a car.  

    Emeka does not regard such a one  

2. I really look up to my teachers.  

I really admire/respect them    

3. I will make up for the classes I missed.  

I will compensate for them/ supply 

4. Amake has grown out of playing with dolls.  

She has become too big/ old playing with dolls. 

5. Stop talking and get on with your work!  

Stop talking and continue with your work!   

6. Joe stole my money and got away with it 

He stole my money and escaped being punished  

7. Oh dear, we‘ve run out of petrol. 

...................... Our petrol has finished  

....................... Is no more  

........................Is exhausted 

8. His mum is not willing to put up with his disobedience  

................. Not willing to tolerate his disobedience. 

................. Not willing to endure his disobedience   

 

ASSIGNMENT 10 MARKS 

1. With the aid of the dictionary, find ten (10) new phrasal verbs with more 

than one particles and make one sentence with each of them. 


